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Carpal Tunnel Syn
drome
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Click twice for e-mail. Click
twice to access the Word Wide
Web. Click twice to access the
Sally Library Catalog System.
From checking e-mail to typing
term papers,computer use among
USD students and faculty, as well
as millions of Americans across
the nation, has become as routine
as picking up a pen.
But in the process, they could be
typing their way to the possibil
ity of strained or injured hands
and wrists, especially if they
spend at least two hours a day
typing at a computer keyboard.
If the condition becomes aggra
vated, this can eventually lead to
what is known as carpal-tunnel
syndrome (CTS).
According to Dr. Cathleen
Godzik, director of Hand and Up
per Extremity Institute of South
ern California at Orthopedic Hos
pital in Los Angeles, CTS devel
ops when the tendons in the arm
and wrist work for extended pe
riods without rest, causing them
to swell.
This leads to inflammation of the
tissue surrounding the tendons,
which "narrows the space next to
a major nerve known as the me
dian nerve. Internal pressure
from the tendons then compresses
the nerve, hampering circulation
and causing CTS symptoms."
According to Dr. Randal Sechrest
of the Medical Multimedia Group,
those who begin to show early
signs of CTS will complain first of
"waking in the middle of the night
with pain and a feeling that the
whole hand is asleep."
"The key piece of information in
diagnosing CTS is the fact that the
little finger is unaffected,"
Sechrest said.
Sechrest said other complaints
include numbness while using the
hand for gripping activities, such
as sweeping, hammering or driv
ing.

Two years ago, USD junior Juliana
Nerrie accidentally dropped her hair
blow dryer as she prepared to go to
school. Soon she was forced to drop
her piano class.
After consulting a physician, she was
diagnosed with CTS. Ironically, she is
a computer science major.
"I often get many strange looks from
people when they find out what my
major is," Nerrie said.
Nerrie said CTS has had a severe im
pact on her life.
"It's tough when I have several pages
of a program or paper to type," Nerrie
said. "The pain is so bad that I want
to cry. For awhile, I was having trouble
gripping things — the hair dryer, door
knobs, even my pen. I never realized
how much I took for granted."
In the early stages of CTS, a simple
brace and anti-inflammatory medica
tions might decrease the symptoms,
Sechrest said.
"You should never wear a wrist brace
unless your doctor tells you to," said
Nerrie. "Because there are so many
wrist braces on the market today,
people think that buying them will al
leviate their pain."
According to Dr. Emil Pascarelli, au
thor of "Repetitive Strain Injury - A
Computer User's Guide," wrist braces
can cause muscles to weaken, they
should only be worn at night and they
should never be worn while typing."
In addition, an injection of cortisone
into the carpal tunnel may temporarily
alleviate swelling.
But if these previous treatments fail
to control the symptoms, then surgery
may be required to reduce the pressure
on the median nerve.
While CTS is a problem felt in the
hands and the fingers, Godzik said the
causes lie in the upper body.
"Computer users are definitely prone
to CTS, not only because of repetitive

see C A R P A L on page 7

STATE
Chelsea Clinton starts college
PALO ALTO, California — Chelsea
Clinton, 17, arrived on campus last
Friday to begin her first college expe
rience at Stanford University in Palo
Alto.
A long presidential motorcade car
ried the Clintons onto the tree-lined
campus as joggers and passersby
stopped to catch a glimpse of the pro

NewsinBrief
WORLD

North Korea needs foreign assis
tance
PYONGYANG, North Korea — The
government of the People's Republic
of North Korea has always taken pride
in its isolationistic position. Led by
the ideology of its late leader, Kim II
Sung, the North Korean government
has always held on to the idea of selfreliance.
Pyongyang, the capital city of North
Korea, is the most supplied city in the
country, so the city should be better
off than the other cities in North Ko
rea. Recent investigations into the
capital city, though, have shown that
the Korean government has been hid
ing its need for help.
Although the government and the

NATION
Merger between two biggest
online service providers
WASHINGTON — Last Monday,
America Online, the largest internet
service in the country surprised the
nation when it announced a merger
with one of its largest competitors,
CompuServe.
CompuServe, with 2.6 million cus
tomers, would still exist as a separate
service, but would be fully operated
by AOL.
AOL would acquire CompuServe in
a complex transaction involving
WorldCom Inc., in which WorldCom
would buy CompuServe for $1.2 bil
lion then give AOL all the content and
subscribers and $175 million in ex
change for AOL's ANS network ser
vice, which supplies about one-third
of the network capacity for AOL's own
customers.
WorldCom hopes that its company's
cession.
Incoming freshman are required to live
in the dormitory with one roommate.
Although her dormitory's name has not
been revealed, security was tight around
Wilbur Hall, a complex of eight houses
rumored to be Chelsea's new residence.
Secret Service agents will dress casu
ally to blend in with the students. They
will reside in the same building as
Chelsea.
Her parents accompanied her to cam
pus and were prepared to help her move

population refuse to admit their
needs, it is apparent by the orphan
ages filled with malnutritioned ba
bies and by the hospitals lacking
antibiotics and other drugs, that
life in Pyongyang is far from com
fortable.
Experts predict that several mil
lion people in North Korea will
face starvation in the next few
months. Some people blame North
Korea's three years' worth of rain
fall, but the consistent rainwater
does not explain the country's lack
of medicinal drugs.
Foreign help has been extended,
but not popularized. The televi
sion and radio are constantly filled
with government propaganda.
Through it all, officials still refuse
to admit that its socialist system
may be to blame.

profits will increase by offering
access to phone lines at extremely
low rates.
CompuServe pioneered the
online business in the 1980s, but
was overtaken by American
Online in the 1990s.
Ever since, AOL has experienced
a high fluctuation of customers.
Last winter, AOL implemented a
flat-rate pricing policy in order to
lure more customers.
The successful tactic attracted a
flood of new customers. But, AOL
was not equipped to handle the
increased usage and when mem
bers attempted to log on, they got
busy signals. Disgruntled mem
bers filed a civil suit against AOL
and won.
AOL has since rectified the situa
tion with a $300 million investment
in equipment. AOL is predicted to
have 25 million members by 1999,
which further establish its position
in the market.

in. Even President Clinton was
ready to carry in her suitcases and
boxes, like any other freshman's
father.
Chelsea is a National Merit semifinalist. She considered Princeton,
Yale and Brown before deciding on
Stanford on the west coast.
"Planes run out there and phones
work out there. E-mail works out
there, so we'll be all right," Presi
dent Clinton said.
Editor's note: The VISTA News In Brief is
compiled from newswire reports

Campus and Community News

ForYourlnformation

Bill Maher to come to USD
JESSICA VALLI
News Editor
Bill Maher, host of ABC's "Politi
cally Incorrect," will speak to USD
students about writing for his
show.
The event, which will be held in
Shiley Theatre on Monday, Oct. 6
at 6 p.m., will include the presen
tation of a highlight video by his
producer, Scott Carter, and the
distribution of an information
packet detailing how to submit
writing samples. They will poten
tially offer students a compen
sated, thirteen week Apprentice
Writer's contract.
This special appearance at is only
open to members of the USD com

munity. According to Associate
Director of Student Activities Susan
Payment, the general public will
not be invited at the request of
Maher, in order to ensure the par
ticipation of the student popula
tion.
Tickets will be distributed at 10
a.m. on Monday, Sept. 29 at the UC
Box Office. There is a limit of one
ticket per I.D. card.
Bill Maher is a multi-Emmy nomi
nee and winner of four combined
CableAce Awards. After he gradu
ated from Cornell University with
an English major, Maher embarked
on a comedy career. He wrote
"True Story," a book depicting the
life of a comedian. After dozens of
appearances with Johnny Carson

and David Letterman, four HBO
specials and many comedy tours,
Maher created the perfect forum
for himself with "Politically In
correct."
The increasing popularity of
"Politically Incorrect" inspired
Maher to compile "Does Any
body Have a Problem With That?
Politically Incorrect's Greatest
Hits."
"Politically Incorrect," which
airs from 12:05 - 12:35 a.m. on
ABC, immediately follows
"Nightline" with Ted Koppel.
Students are anticipating
Maher's arrival and the possibili
ties it could hold for them.

USD student wins award for work in
Dining Services
July that he had won the award
which compensated him in the
News Editor
amount of $250.
To win the Regional Student of the
Year award, the nominee had to
meet these five requirements: reli
ability, quality of work, initiative,
disposition and contribution to
employer.
In their application on Chris's be
half, Norman and Johnson said,
"When employees realize Chris'
commitment to the department,
unit, and especially each of them as
KARINA KIRANA/VISTA
individuals, they step up to a new
level of production and enthusi
Chris Brusca, a student supervi asm. This is not only a great com
sor in Traditions, won the Na pliment, but a true sign of Chris'
tional Association of College & leadership abilities."
USD has approximately 100 stu
University Food Services Re
gional Student of the Year award dent employees out of a total of 200
part-time non-student employees.
this summer.
Johnson said that at USD, "a
"I was flattered to hear I was
nominated and even more so supervisor's duties include run
when I heard I won," Brusca said. ning shifts, training employees,
Emilie Johnson, special projects customer service, quality control
coordinator, and Carol Norman, and scheduling employees."
NACUFS, the National Associa
University Center Dining man
tion
of College & University Food
ager, nominated him for the
Services,
is the professional organi
award at the end of the spring
zation
to
which
the University Din
1997 semester.
ing
Services
belongs.
Brusca said he was notified in

JESSICA VALLI

Courtesy of Bill Maher

Bill Maher will be recruiting student writers
for his television program.

Its mission statement says that
NACUFS' purpose is "to pro
mote the highest quality of food
service on ... campuses by pro
viding educational and training
opportunities, technical assis
tance, related industry informa
tion, scholarships and support
for research" to its members.
Brusca is a sophomore major
ing in international relations.
He came to USD after serving
the Navy for three years as an
operations specialist. He is an
NROTC student and upon his
graduation in the year 2000, he
will be commissioned as an of
ficer in the Navy for an addi
tional four years of service.
When asked how his experi
ence in Dining Services will ap
ply to his future career in the
Navy, Brusca said, "Being a su
pervisor for Dining Services is
giving me the leadership skills
I'll need when I go back into the
Navy. I'm learning thatjpeople]
are more effective with a type
of leadership that matches their
personality. This new skill will
help me when I go back into the
service.

Convicted USD
psychololgy chair on
sabbatical
ABIGAIL QUINIO
Staff Writer
Despite the public controversies and tragedies
last year, Dr. Daniel D. Moriarty Jr. has decided
to return to USD.
"1 am delighted to hear of his return," said
Sister Schaffer.
Last year, Moriarty, who is the former chair
man of the Psychology Department, was ar
rested in June on suspicion of making a terror
ist threat of death or serious bodily injury to
ward his ex-wife and her new husband.
The former psychology chair was convicted
and faced a maximum sentence of three years
in prison.
Besides his conviction, Moriarty and his fam
ily faced another tragedy. Last February,
Moriarty's 15-year-old daughter Erin took her
own life.
The return of the former psychology chair has
not made a serious impact on the USD com
munity. Some students weren't even aware of
the controversy surrounding Moriarty.
"I wasn't aware of the current situation with
the professor, but I'm glad to hear that he had
returned to USD," said junior Maiy Brown.

see

MORIARTY on page 7
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Hate Crimes Roundtable Discus
sion Session
Thursday, Sept. 25, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
United Front Conference Room, UC
128

Tickets range from $22 - 30
For more information, call 260-2395.

United Front/AS Retreat
Sept. 26 - 28
Retreat is off campus, register in the
United Front
Multicultural Center, UC 128.
Participate in this highly interactive
cross-cultural workshop
and enhance your educational expe
rience while gaining
valuable skills to help you be effec
tive in our increasingly
multicultural world.
For more information, call Carrie
Caito at 260-2395

"Prose and Prejudice: Eight Ways
to Keep Bias Out of Writing"

Saturday, Sept. 27, 9 a.m. -12 p.m.
Manchester Conference Center 206
This event is co-sponsored by the Soci
ety of Professional Journalists
and the Department of Communication
Studies. Admission is free
to students with I.D. Reservation dead
line is Sept. 24.
For more information, call 293-1228 or
692-1245.

Performance times are: Wednesdays
and Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.,
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., Satur
day twilight at 4:30 p.m.
and Sunday matinee at 2 p.m.
Lamb's Players Theatre, tickets range
from $14 - $30
For more information, call the box of
fice at 437-0600.

11th Annual Kidz Artz Festival

On-Campus Interviewing
Saturday, Oct. 4,10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 1, all day
Workshops and performances in the
Career Services, Hughes Center, Room arts for San Diego
110
school children (grades K-9).
Stop by Career Services before Oct. 1 for At seven sites in Balboa Park. Free ad
recruiter
mission and parking.
information, interview dates and prepa More info, at 525-7977.
ration workshops.
For more information, call 260-4654.
25th Annual Serbian Festival
Saturday, Oct. 4, and Sunday, Oct. 5,12

"The Lion, The Witch, and the p.m. - 9 p.m.
Wardrobe"
St. George Serbian Orthodox Church,
Play opens Friday, Oct. 3, and contin 3025 Denver Street, San Diego.
ues through Nov. 9
A $2 donation is appreciated.

Live music and dancing, ethnic food,
religious items and books, imports
and handicrafts, produce, Serbian in
formation and Cultural Center,
guided church tours and folklore per
formances.
For more information, call Minnie
Thomas at 295-6690.

ONGOING EVENTS
Career Workshops
Weekly throughout the semester
Career Services, Hughes Center, Room
110

Presentations on resume writing, in- .
terview strategies
and hiring options.
For more information, call 260-4654.
Calendar submissions are due Wednes
days at 5 p.m. the week prior
to publication in the VISTA News Edi
tors' mailboxes. Calendar submissions
run for one week only.

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
NO CREDIT, NO JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!
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YES!

ORDER FORM
I want Credit Cards immediately. GUARANTEED APPROVAL
CRA, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name.
Address.
City

State.

Signature.

Zip....

Tired of Being
Turned
Down?
$
Guaranteed 10,000 In Credit!

NEWS

Sports pavilion
plans underway
MALIA LANGEN
Staff Writer
With the construction of the Mis
sion Parking Complex in full swing,
USD is enthusiastically awaiting its
next major construction project —
The Jenny Craig Pavilion.
Philanthropists Sid and Jenny
Craig donated much of the funding
for the project. The Craigs donated
$10 million to the university last De
cember; $7 million is going towards
the pavilion and $3 million is des
ignated for educational support.
The university is still seeking ad
ditional funding for the pavilion,
which is expected to cost between
$15 million and $17 million, accord
ing to Roger Manion, director of fa
cilities management and facilitator
of USD's master plan. The acquisi
tion of these funds will determine
when ground is broken for con
struction.
"There is a potential start date of
mid-1998 with completion, hope
fully, by December 1, 1999,"
Manion said.
The pavilion, which is expected to
cover 94,000 to 100,000 square feet,
will be located on what is now the
field house parking lot. The archi
tecture will follow the same 16th
century Spanish Renaissance theme
that is seen throughout USD's cam
pus.

CARPAL

When completed, the Jenny Craig Pa
vilion will include a 5,100 seat arena that
will be used primarily by the men's and
women's basketball teams and the
women's volleyball team. When the
teams are not occupying the space, in
tramural and recreation teams will have
the opportunity to use the facility. The
arena may also host non-athletic events
such as lectures and forums.
In addition to the arena, the pavilion
will include locker rooms for the bas
ketball teams and volleyball team, as
well as separate locker rooms for visit
ing teams and the general campus com
munity. There will also be a weight
training facility and a sports medicine
department.
The USD sports Hall of Fame will be
relocated to the pavilion and special
rooms such as a VIP room and media
room will be constructed. Meeting
rooms, storage facilities and offices are
also part of the plan.
The university is currently working on
matching the programming to be
housed within the pavilion with the
costs and space constraints of the
project, Manion said.
The USD Athletics Department is
hopeful that the new facility will ben
efit both the university and its students.
Director of Athletics Tom Iannacone
said the pavilion will bring USD sports
to a higher level.
"It will bring in bigger name schools,
bring in more peopleand the events will
get more coverage," Iannacone said.

• Place your keyboard close to and di
rectly in front of you so you don't
continued from page 4
movements, but because of upper have to twist your body to reach it.
• Keep your mouse within easy reach
body imbalance," Godzik said.
of
the keyboard. Don't overstretch
Dr. Barbara Floria of Vitality
your
fingers and thumbs or extend or
magazine said that one can reduce
flex
your
wrists to reach it.
his or her risk by setting up the
workstation properly, using good Typing Properly
typing techniques, sitting correctly •Keep you fingers slightly curved,
and taking frequent stretch breaks. not straight and extended.
According to Floria, these tips can •Rest your hands frequently, relaxing
decrease one's chances of getting them with your thumbs up. Avoid
resting your wrists or forearms
CTS.
against
the edge of the desk.
At Your Desk
•Use
a
light
touch on the keyboard,
•Set up your workstation so your
and
don't
bang
the keys.
wrists are in a straight line with
•To
press
a
distant
key, move your
your forearms when you type. A
whole
hand
toward
it.
Don't stretch
wrist rest that lifts your wrists may
your
finger
to
reach
it.
help.
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Maryann LoDuca/VISTA

The field house parking lot is the future site for the Jenny
Craig Pavilion.
major athletic events will start before
7 p.m. in order to not complicate an
already heavy traffic time.
Although the Jenny Craig Pavilion
is the only sports facility project
which is ready to proceed once fund
ing becomes available, USD has a
master plan to construct a sports
complex over the next 20 years. This
plan's timeline is also dependent on
funding availability.
The long-term plan for the pro
posed sports complex includes a fit
ness center two, auxiliary gyms, for
intramural and recreation use, locker
rooms, Olympic-size swimming
pool and dance and aerobic rooms.
It would also include an expanded
stadium and field house. The sta
dium would seat 8,000 to 10,000
people and will accommodate foot
ball and also men's and women's
soccer for near championship play
The new complex would be built on
the location of the existing sports
center and stadium and require the
demolishment of this facility.

He also is optimistic about the image
the new center will present for USD
sports.
"All sports will benefit in giving a
statement to observers about the qual
ity of university facilities and pro
grams," Iannocone said.
Iannocone also said he hopes the
completion of the new arena will attract
more students to games. "When you
build a new, beautiful facility that's user
friendly, people enjoy going there."
The projected increase in people at
tending athletic events on campus once
the pavilion is opened has raised con
cerns over parking and traffic conges
tion on campus and on nearby thor
oughfares.
The new parking complex, which is
expected to be completed in February,
is integral in supporting the parking
needs of the athletic events on campus.
The pavilion will also be surrounded by
150 new parking spaces.
The plans for the facility and surround
ing roads include ways to make traffic
flow easier. According to Manion, no

MORIARTY
continued from page 5
Those who knew Moriarty said they
felt that he had made a big impact only
toward those who were directly in
volved in his case.
"Dr. Moriarty coming back to USD
as a faculty member should be the
only way we should perceive him,"
said senior Anthony Smith.
The Psychology Department refused
to make any further comments regard
ing Moriarty's return, except that the
former chair is on back on campus on
a research sabbatical for the fall semes
ter.
This project is supported by the cur
rent department chair, dean, provost

and president.
Moriarty is on an administrative
leave of absence and is being paid a
full salary during his research.
Jack Cannon, university spokesper
son and director of public relations,
said, "Dr. Moriarty's future duties at
the University will be determined by
the provost. That is, any duties that
he undertakes will be determined by
the provost. At this time, there has
been no decision on this matter. This
is an administrative and personal is
sue and we are not prepared to dis
cuss it publicly. There are no present
plans that he will return and instruct
undergraduate classes at the Univer
sity."
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INSIGHT

DAN SENGENBERGER

The National Pastime

Next year, with the addition of the Arizona Diamond
backs and the Tampa Bay Devil Rays, Major League
Baseball will have two new kids on the block. Unfor
tunately, the two new teams don't fit nicely into the
National and American Leagues, so baseball is forced
to face realignment.
Arizona is in the National League West. That is set
in stone. And somewhere along the line, Tampa Bay
was assigned to the American League, any division.
In order to fit the two new teams in, changes will have
to be made which will force existing teams to switch
leagues. The proposal submitted by Bud Selig, the
acting commissioner of Major League Baseball, will
completely rearrange the leagues and place geographi
cally neighboring teams in the same league. While
this sounds like a good idea — and the most straight
forward — it will destroy the traditions on which base
ball is built.
Baseball is a game about tradition — one where each
player is measured against those who have played
before him. Statistics give baseball a historical point
of reference. Right now, Mark McGwire and Ken
Griffey, Jr. are chasing the record of 61 home runs in
one season, a mark set by Roger Maris in 1961. The
day after McGwire or Grif hits another homer, the
sports section in every major paper has a story about
how close they are to breaking Maris' record. This
season, Griffey and McGwire are closer than any single
player has been to 61 home runs since Maris' block
buster year. And Cal Ripken, Jr. would just be an

above-average infielder for the Orioles, except that
he hasn't taken a day off for 15 years. In late 1995,
Ripken broke a record that hadn't even been ap
proached in 66 years — Lou Gehrig's 2,130 consecu
tive games played, finished in 1939. Ripken will
forever be known as the ballplayer who broke
Gehrig's record and now has his own record which
will be broken one day. At the beginning of every
season, there's talk of Tony Gwynn or Larry Walker
or some other prolific hitter nearing Ted Williams'
stellar batting average of .406, set in 1941—the last
time a batter hit over .400. The main purpose of
statistics in baseball is to compare players against
themselves and each other, from season to season
or from era to era.
The National and American Leagues are indepen
dent entities. Though they are both under the um
brella of Major League Baseball, there is no interac
tion between the two, save trades, the All-Star
Game, the World Series and, starting this season,
interleague play. But each league has their own his
tory, as well as their own pecularities.
The National League of Professional Baseball
Clubs evolved from the NationalAssociation in 1876
when the President of the Chicago White Stockings,
William A. Hulbert, lured some of the best players
in the game, including A.G. Spalding and Cap
Anson, to his White Stockings with "unethical" in
centives. Fearing the wrath of the other team own
ers once they got word of his sneaky dealings,

Hulbert and seven other owners got together to
form their own league — the National League. The
new National League overwhelmed the old Na
tional Association and, within the year, the NL was
the only professional baseball in America.
Twenty years later, a hard-drinking, outspoken
president of a minor league, Byron "Ban" Johnson,
was fed up with being outdone by the prospering
NL. For years, he tried to form a new league which
could compete with the NL. But the NL owners,
unwilling to part with any of their players,
wouldn't give Johnson an inch. Then, in 1899, the
NL dropped four of its teams, leaving four cities
without baseball and 100 players without teams.
Johnson was quick to snatch the teamless players
up, as well as influential owners and managers
from the NL, like Charles Comisky, the polished
Connie Mac, and even rough-playing John
McGraw for a short time. Johnson established the
American League and declared war on the NL. He
billed his players as more "gentlemanly," prohib
iting swearing or drinking by any and paying them
more than they could get in the NL. By 1901, Ban
Johnson had lured NL stars like Cy Young and Nap
Lajoie, and the NL had to take a backseat to the
more popular AL. He expanded the league into
Philadephia, Boston, Baltimore, Washington,

see

BASEBALL page 22

Truth Behind Obsession of Diana
JONATHAN CHEN
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Courtesy of the Diana Memorial Webpage

Ratings for CNN and other news channel have only heresay. Let's use common sense here: a heavy
plummeted in the last few months. After all, there's sedan cannot outrun a motorcycle because of its lim
only so much we can milk off of the O.J. story. While ited maneuverability. Attempting to outrun it in a
the JonBenet Ramsey story turned out to be a big tunnel is futile.
ger bust than Speed 2, th e public had been yearn If we stop for a second and get past the details, we
ing for the next big story. Then, our prayers were may delve further into the truth, the truth that the
answered. The consummate celebrity died in a car Diana followers are not ready to accept. The truth
accident. A rock-solid Mercedes Benz sedan with reflects the darkness that lies dormant in their mor
bullet-proof treatment crashed in a tunnel going at bid minds. The truth is that the worshippers indi
speeds upward of 120 mph. Not since James Dean rectly caused Diana's death.
There's a universal law called "supply and de
have we had a celebrity car crash of this magnitude.
The sensation meter was soaring faster than a ther mand," in this case, the tabloids don't sell if people
mometer in San Fernando Valley. This story is quite don't buy them. They sell even more when there's a
different though. Americans can feel holy by attach juicy story on the cover, may it be O.J., JonBenet, or
ing themselves to Diana. They also jumped on the Kathie Lee Gifford. The demand for exclusive pho
anti-paparazzi bandwagon because the paparazzi tographs drive up the prices, which in some cases
reach upwards of millions of dollars. Minutes of
have become a convenient scapegoat.
The facts are blatantly ignored in order to serve work can result in a comfortable retirement. It is
the public's needs. Poor Princess Di was elegant, hypocritical to dangle that type of easy money in
kind, and she was royalty. Never mind the driver front of these photographers and expect them not
had a blood alcohol level three times the French le to reach for it.
gal limit. Never mind that neither Di nor her
loverboy Dodi were wearing seat-belts. Incidentally,
the sole surviver of the accident did wear a seatbelt.
Accusations that the the French paparazzi chased
see D I A N A page 22
them on mortorcycles and caused the accident is

ONDY SWEETMAN & ERIN CHRISTIE
Life & Style Editors

All work
&
no play

With the high cost of today's college edu• cation, students are less likely.to hold down
a full load of classes, to attend sorority or
fraternity functions and to aim for the ac
complishment of a 25-second keg stand.
More and more, students are working to
help pay their tuition, pay rent and still get
a high enough GPA to keep their academic
scholarships. Hard work builds character,
and those of us who must work our way
through school or pay our own rent under
stand how hard it is to juggle going to
school and work at the same time.
Whether it's working on or off campus, many USD
students have found some shortcuts to making life
in the fast lane a bit easier. Many USD students
work on campus because it allows them to work
around their academic schedule. On-campus jobs
also make life a bit easier for those who are bound
to campus without the luxury of a car.
Junior Jenny Charret works on campus in the com
munications office and in ttte Sports Center, while
holding down 15 units.
Working on campus saves time and money,"

Charret said. "I don't have to drive to work, I just
walk to Camino Hall or the Sports Center between
class."
Sophomore Katie DuPont works in Aromas for ex
tra spending money and to help pay her tuition.
DuPont has been balancing school and work since
she was 15 and says she doesn't like to ask her par
ents for money. "I like to help them out as much as I

Ted Donovon/VISTA

can," Dupont said.
Junior Jessie Garcia is currently driving the USD tram
in order to pay for books and to have money that he
can spend without relying on his parents. He is a
friendly guy with a good attitude that makes our tram
riding experience enjoyable. Garcia finds that driv
ing the tram enables him to meet a variety of indi
viduals on this campus that he wouldn't usually meet.
Another way of cutting costs is by working as a resi
dent assistant. Senior Nicole Lamperis is an R.A. in
the Vista Apartments, a grueling responsibility, but
well worth the free room and board.
"My experience as an R.A. has given me a chance to
make a difference in the lives of the students on cam
pus," Lamperis said.
Lamperis plans on becoming a teacher and says that
the skills she has learned as a resident assistant in
dealing with a variety of personalities will be benefi
cial to her future career.
For other students, off-campus jobs seem more prac
tical. Why spend more time on campus when you
don't have to?
Sophomore Alisha Armstrong, an aspiring law stu
dent, works as a receptionist at the Westside Athletic
Club in downtown San Diego. Not only does
Armstrong benefit from the free membership she re
ceives, but she is also given the opportunity to net
work with many of the members who are lawyers or
prominent business men and women.

"It's a great way to meet people in the business
and establish connections," Armstrong said.

see WORK on page 11

Least Desirable
Jobs on Campus:
1. Tram Driver (We still love
you Jesse!)
2. Media Services
3. Cafeteria (Deli, Traditions)
4. Resident Assistant
5. Parking Services
6. Bookstore
7. Mail Services
8. Financial Aid

h e y b a b y ~
what syoursign?
Libra
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

Don't sweat the petty
things, pet the sweaty
things.

free

Aries

(Mar. 21- Apr. 19)

I like the way you work it.
No-diggitty. I wanna bag
it up.

Scorpio

Taurus

(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

(Apr. 20- May 20)

Quotes from the Donger:
Why-o, Why-o, Why-o did
"No more Yanky my
I ever leave Ohio?
Wanky the Donger need
food!"

Sagittarius

Gemini

(Nov. 22- Dec. 21)

(May 21- June 20)

El Nino, not just Spanish
for "little boy."

If you wanna be my
lover, you gotta get with
my friends.

Capricorn

(Dec. 22-Jan. 20)

Beware of men in
Speedos.

Another day's sweat flows down the gutter. Calluses and paper cuts, back
pains and neck aches. Those who see themselves as unconditionally regal
pay themselves to order others around. There are those who have it and
there are those who don't. Those lacking, sweat out long winded discus
sions with groups of people they've never met before. The hopeful outcome
is that they get to see these strangers everyday...for the love of money.
Don't forget that money is the root of all evil and that happiness signals
divinity. Money seems to be the great pull, doesn't it? The Forum for Intel
lectual Growth has turned into the Institute for Future Income. Why broaden
your mind, stimulate your intellect or tease your brain when you can learn to
crunch numbers and make some easy dough? Is it money that defines a
person's identity? If it does, then it is an evil world in which we live.
Of course, one cannot say that money should be avoided. Everyone needs
money, unfortunately, because everyone needs stuff. Stuff is what makes the
world go 'round. To abandon wisdom and enlightenment for money, how
ever, is an unfortunate end. Seldom do we recognize that those who are
most enlightened are those who make learning their life's work.
That still leaves us with the basic human need of stuff, and to get it, people
need money. In the hands of a wise individual, money is not necessarily a
bad thing. An enlightened person has the ability to use money in a benefi
cial maimer. To say that money is a necessary evil would be inaccurate.
What the Enlightened can do is turn that which is sinful into something
which is good. It is difficult to say that money used to further the efforts of
education and knowledge is a malevolent cause. Money not only allows
education, but it feeds people, creates housing for those who don't have it
and cures disease.
The path which must be taken, then, is the path of knowledge. From there
possibilities are limitless. The power that one obtains through intellectual
growth is strong enough to turn evil into divine and cure an ailing world.

Cancer

(June 21-July 22)

Pssst, Your zipper's down.
Tee-Hee, made you look.

Aquarius

Leo

Now that school's started
you'll never miss an epi
sode of 92110.

The back to school party
outside of Canes was re
ally fun.

Pisces

Virgo

(Jan. 21- Feb. 18)

BY ANDREW MARTIN
Asst. Life and Style Editor

(July 23 - Aug. 22)

Fashion \^lley
October 9, 199?

(Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

(Aug. 23- Sept.22)

Why party in T.J. Wednes
day nights when you can
party with the Party of
Five?

For those of you who have
never had a job,
Work is the process of
fulfilled duties or
performing task(s) for
wage or salary.

j

Abercrombie & Fitch is meeting the demand for our quality clothing with explosive growth and
expansion! One of the most exciting names in retail, we're moving into your area. Fast career
growth is within your reach when you join Abercrombie & Fitch.
Work at Abercrombie & Fitch and enjoy fun people, cool music and great discounts on the comfort
able, casual clothing that is uniquely ours. Hours are flexible to fit your schedule.

Please call 1-800-307-2550
Pick up an application at a store near you
/ou or check out our Home Page
Pa{ on the Internet for more
information and store locations. EOE

v.abercrombie. com

voices
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What was your worst job experience?

Frank Grosso
5th year Senior

"Busboy at the Fish
Market."

Ted Donovon/VISTA

Nick Sisois
Freshman

Lisa Peacock

Sascha Cewe

Carrie Nagel

Freshman

Freshman

Sophomore

"I worked at
Weinerschnitzel for
six days.

"I was a lifeguard
and harassed by an
angry mother."

"Cleaning feces out of "Suctioning out an old
a spa at a gym."
lady's mouth at a
dentist's office."

WORK
continued from page 9
If you don't have a job and want one or have to get one, keep in mind that finding a job can take
weeks, even months, depending on your plan of attack. Be aggressive and persistent. Unemploy
ment is a frustrating experience and USD students are lucky enough to have available sources that
make finding a job less hectic. On the second floor of the Hughes Administration Building is the
job board, which displays different job openings such as childcare, retail, cashiers, food service,
desk jobs, and many more — take your pick. Taking advantage of services at the Career Center
and job board is an excellent alternative to filling out a ton of applications and sitting through
endless interviews.
"The Hire Source" is an employment magazine that has informative columns about local jobs and
other business opportunities. It is available free of charge in the bookstore, or visit the Hire Sources
website at http://www.hiresource.com.
For whatever reason you may need a job, whether it be tuition, rent money or outstanding bar
tabs, there are jobs available that will accomodate your college lifestyle.

MOST WANTED
JOBS ON CAMPUS:
1. Sports Center (Weight room,
pool attendant)
2. Library (Info, and check-out
desk)
3. Computer Lab (Desk Attendant)
4. Writing for the VISTA
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5. Aromas
6. Foreign Language Teacher's Aid
(Mucho dinero!)
7. Office/Clerical
Andrea Caillier/VISTA
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance.
If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T
f r e e
f r o m

AT&T

One Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership to Student
Advantage®—the largest student discount program ever.
• AT&T One Rate: only 15^ a minute on calls from home—to anybody,
anytime, anywhere in the U.S.
• Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off
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every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national

•

sponsors—like Kinko's® Tower Records® and Amtrakf
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Live off campus? Get AT&T One Rate
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and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.
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Call 1-800-878-3872
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html
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It's
Student Advantage offer valid for AT&T Residential Long Distance customers. © 1997 AT&T
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AT&T

I will begin my boring and monotonous intro with a statement: Applaud if you ve ever been
stung by a jellyfish. Not that I have...recently. Well anywho, three weeks of school in the can
already. Who would have ever guessed that I would've already spent seven long hours in class,
shaved my head twice to remove the lice and reoccurring dandruff, found the solution to life in
a bucket of chicken wings (or was it feed!?!), drunken 8.2 gallons of mind altering juices, turned
in my resignation as lifeguard at the fountain, and painted my toenails a dark mauve only once?
I must say, it's absolutely wonderful to be a senior and write to make exactly no sense. Then
again, this section has never really made much sense.
I do hope that all you freshmen are finally settled, i.e.. no more questions like: Yah, do you
have to have a meal plan to eat in the caf?" or "Is there anyone in my dorm who can do my
laundry (only if you room with your mother stupid)" and I just love this one, "Why do they call
Camino/Founders the virgin vaults?" Well that's it for me folks, I've once again outlasted my
welcome. Remember to floss cause we don't need to spread that thing they call gingivitis. Cheerio!

Boyant
by Allyn Boyance
Hello again all you Offbeat faithful. Thank you for tun
ing in for another Thursday. As I sit here next to the foun
tain with my paper and pen I think to myself, where else
can you get a cool drink of chlorine purified water and be
so lucky as to find a couple of coins at the same time? This
week I'd just like to share with you some of the ideas I
have in my cranium.
Last week I actually put on a new pair of underwear and
on them was a sticker that read,"Inspected by #6." Now I
want to know what someone is doing inspecting my un
derwear. What are the procedures that go into such an
inspection? I figured probably just the basics. My friend
#6 must have put on my underwear and tested them for
any defects such as: proper grip, stain absorption, amount
of odor protection, and of course-attractiveness when worn

Party Review:

Here is inspector #6 giving his
all while testing my nnderivear
under extreme typhoon rains.
Notice the look on his face...he
sure loves his job.

on the head. After the tests are
conducted #6 must take off my
underwear and put them back

1

jilSlfilifiM*.

(Not Outlawed Booty, ya ding dong!)

in the package. It's nice to know that someone still cares.
A few more ideas, if you will. How are you supposed to
drink out of the water fountain in downstairs Copley? I think
someone is laughing right now at the thought of some poor
parched USD student trying to decide which one of the two
streams to drink from since they are too far apart to drink
from them together at the same time.
Calling someone a chicken is to refer to them as a coward
but are chickens really the cowards of the animal kingdom?
Because I have met some pretty shy deer in my day. I think
chickens get a bad rap.
Finally, if I were a Spice Girl I think I would want to be Ba
sil. I'll tell ya what I want what I really really want, another
Vanilla Ice comeback. But don't call it a come back, he's been
here for years (at least in ALL of our hearts and souls). By the
way, this weeks article is dedicated to Vanilla, the man who
cooked M.Cs like a pound of bacon. Be strong Ice! I now
leave you with these words to live by: friends don t let friends
wear fanny packs.
PS Everybody my age pees their pants-it's the coolest.

CANE'S STYLE
I

Mr. B and Ozzie having a little fun
of their own before the big shin-dig.
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Music: I heard that the name
C
j
fhe band was Slapback. I
I
I couldn't really tell you how
good they were, since most of my evening was spent in the
"of drinking age" section. However, when I did venture
out into minor land, the dance floor was movin' and shakin'
and (shall I dare go 8th grade and say) mackin'?!
Atmosphere: It was wonderful...a beginning of the year
reunion if you will. I saw all the people I wanted to see
and of course those that I didn't.
The
"comeonlwannalayya" room was too hot, while the booze
booth was spacious and buzzworthy. The girls to guys ra
tio (or vice versa for the politically correct) seemed fair.
Although, by the end of the night everyone just looked the
same to me. Oh!
Alcohol: I can't complain, but then again I really haven't
found a beverage that I didn't like.
Longevity: Just about perfect. Not too long like a senior
prom or USD's homecoming, but not too short either (like
maybe, any party ever held on South Mission Beach).
Rating: 256 ounces, almost 25 beers, a little over one case,
or four 6-4's (out of five, if you catch my drift...kind of like
stars on movie reviews).

Well, as I am writing from an
under 21 perspective, I have
mixed feelings about the shin
dig at 'Canes this past Friday. Luckily there weren't any
in depth frisking or body cavity searches so flask smug
gling was manageable. The music wasn't bad but a
bunch of non sober individuals with no sense of the
word "rhythm" were getting in the way on the dance
floor. Thus, I was limited in my performance of Irishclog kilt flip dancing. I also overheard quite a commo
tion of vomit-like sounds coming from the men's
restroom (must have been the fish).
Seeing as I was stuck in Kiddy Land (since I am ten
years old) and my colleague Matt was in by the GrownUps, I was forced to ponder this crucial question: am I
attending the first USD party that will last past 10:00pm?
It turns out I was able to be part of the historical event.
I give it a three point five 6-4s rating, impressive for a
USD rim function. Though it turned out that Oscar
handing out free goodies at the door was only a rumor
(the reason for the rating of 3.5 and not five complete
6-4s).

Mr. B

Co

Peddling arts, music and entertainment

051EI (GLOBE FIRINGS
"QMJELLA"
by J.W. Gibbons
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To critique the story line of such a wonderfully tragic tale as
William Shakespeare's poetic and passionate "Othello" would
not only be senseless, but arrogant as well. This story is so
embracing that one cannot help but be drawn into the charac
ters and the relationships that push the plot forward.
The challenge therefore lies in the execution of the perfor
mance of this literary masterpiece, and San Diego's Old Globe
Theater has met that challenge in every element of the theater
experience. The performance proves to be virtually flawless
from the directing to the lighting and most importantly, to
those of us who may be Shakespeare-impaired, the acting.
Tragedy cannot exist without the presence of a noble central character
that falls from grace by his own actions. Othello embodies that tragic fig

CO ITTFC
ure. He towers in sheer force and nobility above all others in Venice. In addi
tion, to he is married to the beautiful Desdemona. It is his passion for his
wife that renders the Moor tragic. Upon being led down a path of deception
fueled by discrimination, we witness the downfall of a man blinded by jeal
ousy that cannot yield to reason.
The language in Shakespeare's works tends to be an obstacle for casual read
ers and theater goers. This problem can easily be remedied by a good acting
crew that immerses itself into the characters. This is exactly what they ac
complished at the Old Globe. Each and every character emotes their objec
tives fantastically which facilitates the understanding of the text.
Most notably is the dynamic villain of the play, Iago, who is played by Rich
ard Easton. He plays Iago, one of Shakespeare's most famous rogues, with
wit and style. He uses his body well, especially in comedic moments. "The
beast with two backs" is easily understood as Easton jovially thrusts his hips
hack and forth in an overtly sexual manner. Iago's deceptive ways are clearly
understood by the slight rolling of his eyes and the pace of his speech. He is
fun to watch as he weaves hate and jealousy into whatcould possibly be one
of the greatest romances in literary history.
Another notable element of the production is the lighting scheme. When
Iago reveals his plans to the audience in his soliloquies, the light around him
fades, and the characters around him begin to move in slow motion until the
speech is done. The lights are brought back up along with the speed of the
actors. This not only allows for a better understanding of the action, but fur
ther contributes to the visual impact of the play.
Director Jack O'Brien must be commended for making a conscious decision
to use props generously to accompany every scene, and not to leave the au
dience in solitude with the dialogue. Some cenes are accompanied by a logi
cal prop, such as a desk with papers to prompt conversation. Others have
logical extras to faciliate an understanding.
The fight scenes are surprisingly exciting and well choreographed. We see
the faces of those involved and hear the contact between their blades as the
characters violently dance around one another. The ingenuity that Mr. O'Brien
has brought to this play not only made it less enigmatic for Shakespeare neo
phytes, but also made it more visually pleasing for the more attuned.
Tickets do cost between $25 and $30, a rather steep price for college stu
dents. What people can do is to "rush" for tickets. Show up 15 minutes prior
to show time and if there are available seats, tickets cost only $8. The theater
is rather small, which means that all the seats are very good.

"OTHELLO RUNS
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Echo & The Bunnymen

Fleetwood Mac

Evergreen
London Records

The Dance
Warner Bros.
In 1977, Rumours turned Fleetwood Mac's Lindsey Buckingham, Mick
Fleetwood, Christine and John McVie and Stevie Nicks into international
stars. After a record-setting 31 weeks at the Billboards' No. 1 spot and 25
million copies sold worldwide, Fleetwood Mac went on to perform together
for another decade.
The Dance features a reunited Fleetwood Mac, who are inaugurating their
20-year anniversary with a new collection of live hits as well as with plans
to tour nationwide. Hits like "Everywhere," "Rhiannon," "Say You Love
Me" and "Go Your Own Way" are reworked on The Dance with fresh
instrumentals that give the classic melodies a new flavor.
This CD has the true essence of a live performance. The guitar and drum
introductions make you feel like you're sitting in the audience listening to
the musical interlude. You can almost see Buckingham or Christine McVie
sipping from a glass of water during the band members' instrumentals. But,
hey, if you're not into listening to a couple of songs with extended
instrumentals, you can always skip the CD to the next track.
All the old favorites are there in addition to a few new ones like "Bleed to
Love Her," which could pass for a Dave Matthew's Band song. If you're a
true Fleetwood Mac fan, then I suggest buying The Dance. My roommates
and I found ourselves engulfed in nostalgia, turning up the volume a little
more with every classic track.

-ALISHA ARMSTRONG

The Radiators
Songs from the Ancient Furnace: The Best of the Radiators
epic/Legacy
If I were to go to an outdoor bar which caters to 40-somethings, then this
is the kind of music I'd expect. There's nothing outstanding about it, but
it's all upbeat and you can "groove" to it. These five guys clearly enjoy
playing together (they've been doing it since 1978), but they lack that spark
of originality which makes great bands. According to their press release,
they're quite popular live. But their need to say this only serves to illus
trate that, in 19 years, no one has really heard of them.
The music is a mix of a wiggling electric guitar, outdated keyboards, a
heavy bass line and prominent drums. The vocals of Ed Volker and Dave
Malone are played just like another instrument: they fill in the music nicely,
but do absolutely nothing on their own. Most of the time, I have no idea
what they're singing about. Usually it seems to be a mixture of women and
crawdads.
I wouldn't recommend any songs off this album because they are all basi
cally the same. They cite their influences as blues, rock, country, folk, jazz
and gospel. What happens when you try to combine six different things
that are very successful independently? You get a sticky syrup of music
that still tastes good on pancakes, but there are better choices on the shelves.

-DAN SENGENBERGER

YO!
Come see USD's homegrown punk outfit Channel 44 on Sat
urday; Sept. 27, at Soma (bottom of Linda Vista Road) at 8
p.m. A mere $6 gets you into the CD release part for MTV's
Most Unwanted, a local compilation that features Channel 44.

As long as there are alienated, disaffected youth, there will always be
Echo & the Bunnymen right there in the thick of things, supplying all the
artistically enhanced gothic angst as fast as they can create it. They ship
out mass produced melancholy by the barrel, filling the bleak wasteland of
American misery with their own brand of barren, distant yearning. The
Bunnymen's latest offering for the truly sadden, Evergreen, remains true to
their successful musical formula: "Things could get better, maybe."
Nevertheless, do not get me wrong, Echo & the Bunnymen's Evergreen is
very nice gothic mood music. It's a serene sound that has its place in the
day to day musical life of anyone who likes to feel their music resonate
within themselves. A kind of musical prozac for the temporarily depressed,
or for those really into their personal misery—and you Goths know who
you are!
However, most people just change their radio to 91X and crank the vol
ume til their teeth rattle. Moreover, I am not entirely sure that, for most
people, it will be worth your money spending between $12 to $17 for this
particular album. Especially when you can direct your cash toward much,
much better examples of this genre of music such as earlier Echo & the
Bunnymen albums, Bauhaus and Red Heaven (Ann Rice's personal house
band). The only people I really see buying this album are, among others,
Echo & the Bunnymen fans (of course), Goths, vampires and the perma
nently depressed, myself included. Although, I should also mention that I
really don't see any real musical growth or experimentation going on in
Evergreen. Though it is pretty solid musically, it is pretty much the stan
dard fare that I expect out of the band—the minimum of what the Bunnymen
had to accomplish to continue their musical careers.
I'm sorry, getting the London Metropolitan Orchestra string section to
back you up on an album is not, at this point in the history of Rock & Roll,
a groundbreaking move. Though, in all honestly, it probably wasn't meant
as such.
Still there is nothing really on Evergreen that I find particularly notable,
never mind any truly deep meaning: Ian McCulloch is still forlorn as lead
vocals, Will Sergeant's guitar is still weeping and Les Pattinson is still play
ing an effective bass. "Evergreen" is more of a refinement of a previously
used concept than a evolutionary progression of a particular musical genre.
When you get the chance go down to Academic Computing, hop on to a
computer and check out the Bunnymen's homepage @
www..bunnymen.com

-REGINALD H. FOUCHE

SKA -3
Various Artists
Ska Island
Island
Where most ska-influenced music compilations lack continuity, Ska Is
land, a newly recorded collection of ska tunes produced by the Trojans'
Gaz Mayall, flows beautifully from track to track with smooth, natural tran
sitions. The traditional ska sound provides the basis for an amazing col
laboration of talent, from the classic sound of the Skatalites to the craziness
of Fishbone. Not since reggae great Jimmy Cliff's The Harder They Come has
a collection of this magnitude been assembled in the ska/reggae world.
First and foremost, Ska Island maintains its charm by refusing to resort to
punk pseudo-ska, opting instead for the more mellow sounds that capture
the original soul of ska, which fused American rhythm and blues with

see SKA on page 16
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From the Vault
Perhaps Too Confidential
Throughout

A weekly showcase of must haves from Greg Grassi's
bottomless CD collection.

This week's selection:

Ben Harper
Fight For Your Mind

Virgin
1995

By J.W. Gibbons
"L.A. Confidential"
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has enough talent and energy to be a powerful
contender to Roman Polanski's "Chinatown", the post-war corrupt L.A.
police force noire, but gets the TKO in the third round. The force of the
acting, combined with the energy of the tale, simply cannot keep up with
the complex plot that unfolds so slowly that boredom overtakes the in
trigue that is intended.
From the director that brought us great films such as "The River Wild"
and "The Hand That Rocks the Cradle," Curtis Hanson now brings James
Ellroy's novel to the screen about the booming Los Angeles, ready to shed
its small town skin in the wake of World War II. LAPD is advertised via the
new medium, the television, on a show that resembles Dragnet, in order to
promote the safety of this potential Utopia and the metropolis of the fu
ture. The reality is quite different though. The police force turns out to be
infested with corruption and chaos. The plot begins as mystery that even
tually winds up in a predictable place.
I am willing to bet that Ellroy's book was a long one. I am convinced that
the plot must have been a very intriguing one on paper in order to tempt
Hanson to direct a film in a genre that was mastered by Roman Polansk.
Since then, many films have attempted to recreate the style of this roman
tic era, but all have failed in doing so.
This is not to say that "L.A. Confidential" is such a failure. Kevin Spacey,
who has brought us memorable characters in films like "The Usual Sus
pects" and "Swimming With Sharks," brings a new personality to the
screen. He plays a celebrity cop who enjoys all the benefits of his authori
tative position. His character is cool under every situation in a manner
that can only be pulled off by Spacey. He glides through his scenes with
such comfort that it is hard to imagine him as any other character we have
seen him play.
Another highlight is the relative unknown, Russell Crowe ("Virtuosity").
Crowe plays Bud White, a hotheaded veteran of the LAPD who is the ulti
mate "macho man." From the very first scene, we witness him protecting
battered women with the furor of Cassius Clay. His character is so sponta
neous and volatile that it is fun to watch. Crowe rears the audience along
as his character grows throughout the film.
The main problem with this film is that the story unfolds in an uncom
fortable manner. The idea was to slowly give the audience clues to the
mystery and keep them on the edge of their seats, wondering if their theo
ries of whodunit are true. Unfortunately, after an hour and a half, the audi
ence is still left in bewilderment, which only made the remaining hour
seem like a millennium.

"In Theaters Now"

Ben Harper is the unheard voice of our generation. Where most modern
artists shim away from strong political or religious stands, Harper's music is
replete with social and religious commentary. As he states point blankly on
the tiltle track "If you want to help/Then just reach out your hand. If you're
gettin' up/Then take a stand."
Fight For You Mind, Harper's sophomore effort features his soft and soulful
voicewith the sublime backup of his crew, The Innocent Criminals. Upon
hearing Harper's music for the first time, it is tempting to compare him to
Lenny Rravitz or Stevie Wonder, two artists who share his vision and reli
gious fervor. But, after listening to Fight For Your Mind or Harper's debut,
Welcome To The Cruel World, a comparison to the late Bob Marley seems more
accurate. Like Marley, who Harper cites as his major influence, he shows
considerablevocal and musical range from the explosive "Ground on Down"
to the slow and moving "Another Lonely Day." Futhermore, Harper fre
quently praises Jah and includes a tribute to marijuana entitled "Bum One
Down" that eloquently claims "Your choice is what you choose to do/And if
I'm causin' no harm it shouldn't bother you." This message of personal free
dom under the constraints of social responsibility is typical of Harper's mu
sic. The track "Excuse me Mr," drenched with a hip-hop beat, questions
theproblem of homelessness by pointing out the hypocrisy the eliteexhibit
in mocking people of the street. It seems that his strong Marxist tendencies
along with his Christian values form a beautiful contradiction that underlies
all of Harper's music.
If you like Fight For your Mind, I suggest that you pick up his other two
releases as well. Welcome To The Cruel World,a more quiet and simplistic work,
and the just' released The Will To Live, an experiment in heavier tones, are
excellent additions to any music collection. Thanks to Harper's personal
evoultion, each record has its own personality.

SKA
continued from page 15
island music, creating the foundations for reggae and all other ska-influenced
music. This compilation highlights current traditional bands like Hepcat and
the Trojans as well as pioneering third-wave bands like the Toasters whose
contribution "The Stage," along with Fishbone's cover of "Crazy Bald Heads,"
fits in surprisingly well with the otherwise traditional line-up of artists.
Jump With Joey, featuring Ernest Ranglin on "Honkey Tonk Parts 1 & 2" and
Dan I on "Barefootin'," adds a fresh big-band/blues sound to the album,
while the remainder of the album sticks closer to island roots. Hepcat's Greg
Lee, arguably the best voice in ska, croons superbly on "Penny Reel," one
climax of the incredible blend of talent on Ska Island. One might search long
and hard and without luck to find a ska compilation of the same caliber as
this epic release.
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Torero defense swarms, stops Bulldogs
KATY C AR N ES

Staff Writer

ANDREA CAILLIER/VISTA

Josh Bird and Mark Heffernan, sopho
mores, return from a victorious game.

The third outing of the season for the Toreros proved
successful as they commanded a
15-8 victory over the University of
.^CfMflJny Redlands Bulldogs. San Diego's
WPBy
rushing game led them to two
touchdowns with one extra point
and a two-point conversion. But it was the Torero
defense that pulled them through the game.
In the first quarter the Toreros' 93 yards of rushing
proved ineffective at scoring. The score remained
tied at zero until the end of the first quarter as the
defensive fight continued into the second quarter.
"They kept our defense on the field but had trouble
scoring," said USD head coach Kevin McGarry.
"That's what we thought would happen."
Sophomore quarterback Mike Stadler managed to
lead the Torero offense to victory.
"It was good that our defense was playing well. We
needed them," Stadler said.
The Toreros' scoring drive in the second quarter was
set up by an interception by linebacker Kevin Hawes.
With a little over a minute remaining in the first half,
USD scored the first touchdown of the evening. The
scoring drive came off two passes from Mike Stadler
to sophomore Jeff Prfchard for 25 yards. Dylan Ching

rushed into the end zone for the two-point conversion.
But Redlands battled back in the third quarter to
tie the score at eight. The Bulldogs accumulated
126 yards against the Torero defense. Fortunately
for USD, this was to be the only time that Redlands
would score as the Torero defense shut them out of
the rest of the game.
The Bulldogs were unable to gain any ground on
USD. In the fourth quarter, the Toreros gained 80
more yards of turf in 11 plays. Mat Boggs, Joe
Hampton and Frank Brown led the attack by com
bining their powers for 69 yards on offense. A
Stadler pass to Jared Keo for two yards and a Tim
Roth extra point sealed the victory.
Boggs had a career night, rushing for 104 yards
on 23 carries. For the second week in a row, Jeff
Prichard led the pack in receiving with five catches
and 46 yards.
"We're showing enough to win," said Stadler, com
menting on the team's improvement.
The Toreros will be on the road for two games.
They will travel to California Lutheran and then to
Evansville.
When questioned about the upcoming games,
McGarry said, "We expected to win tonight and we
did. Now we see how they react to a road trip."

Spotlight on Tim Roth
recruited by many different schools who offered him
scholarships. But it was USD that caught his eye.
Staff Writer
Because of his interest in football, it was very impor
tant to him to get along with his teammates.
When you are about to break a USD record for con
"They're a great bunch of guys, and we work well
secutive field goals, the pressure tends to be on. together," Roth said.
You'd never know it with senior kicker Tim Roth.
Although kicking is his specialty, Roth loves to tackle
"Records are just statistics on paper and they are as well. In fact, he leads the league in tackles by a
meant to be broken,"Roth said. "If you do break one, kicker.
that's great. I just want to win."
"I'm a very aggressive player," Roth said. "I push
Roth got his start with sports in his hometown of as far as I can. I love getting the team fired up."
Chico, Calif. When he was young, his father enrolled
When he is off the football field, Roth spends his
him in soccer. One good thing led to another. Be time lifting weights and enjoying nature. Roth is also
cause of his kicking skills in soccer, he became a a member of the Phi Kappa Theta fraternity. But his
kicker in football.
passion is football.
He has been playing football for 13 years. Making
"If I'm not playing football, I'm watching it," Roth
and breaking records seem to be common place for said.
Roth. In high school, he set a North State High School
As for the future of Tim Roth, he is still somewhat
field goal record of 53 yards. He stresses that the undecided.
snap and hold are very important to a kicker. If one
"I plan to go to graduate school and get my mas
part of the equation is done the wrong way, then the ters, probably at a school inSouthern California,"Roth
entire play is doomed. Snapper Joel Gonzales and said.
holder Dylan Ching are important parts of that equa
Roth will graduate this May with a degree in biol
tion.
ogy. He plans to practice medicine, although he is
Roth's major influences are his parents/'They've still undecided as to what field he will pursue. Roth
been through everything with me,"Roth said. "They still has dreams of making it to the pros.
told me never to give up and to keep going."
"If that happens, I will keep my focus specifically
A transfer from Washington State, Roth was being on football," Roth said.

ELENA HEYNE
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Tim Roth has kept up his superb performance
as a kicker for the Toreros football team by
making his last six consecutive field goals.
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Volleyball team captures
second invitational title
ARGY STATHOPULOS
Staff Writer
After
acing their
way to the
USD Invita
tional title,
the lady
Toreros
went on the
road to cap
ture
the
crown at
the Mikasa
Invita
tional, hosted by the University of Nevada.
"Winning both tournaments was good for our
spirit," said sophomore Petia Yanchulova.

They headed into the tournament with a 6-2
record in their non-conference schedule.
The Toreros defeated Nertheastern Illinois 3-0,
Cornell 3-1, Fresno State 3-1 and the University of
Nevada 3-0, improving their record to 10-2.
Senior middle blocker, Sara Gunsaulus, received
her second consecutive Most Valuable Player
Award and lead the Toreros with a .353 hitting
percentage against Fresno State and .423 against
Nevada.
Sophomore outside hitter Petia Yunchulova had
12 kills and 14 digs in the Torero's final match
against Nevada.
Sophomore setter Katie Lindquist fell one assist
shy of the USD assist record, with 68 assists in a
four game match.
The Toreros will start their conference play
against the Gonzaga Bulldogs on Oct. 3.
"We are ready for our conference games,"
Yanchulova said.

Cross country team
performs well at
Aztec Invitational
SCOTT BERGEN
Staff Writer
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At the USD Invitational on Sept. 13, the men's
•^0
Cross country team took first out of a very com*
petitive field of 7 teams. The women's team had a
/
strong showing as well, taking third behind powerful San Jose State and Point Loma Nazarene
C
teams while defeating conference rivals
I
Pepperdine and Loyola Marymount.
On Sept. 20, the Toreros continued their success
at the San Diego State Aztec Invitational at Balboa
Park. The women placed 10th in what has become one of the most
competitive races in college cross-country, while the men finished
fourth. The men's race was easily won by Arizona who had the
top five runners including winner Abdi Abdirahman, who fin
ished the 5 mile course with a time of 25:28. Although the women's
race was won by UCLA, the individual winner was Arizona's Amy
Skieresz, who finished her three mile race in 16:57.
USD's women were led by sophomore Katie Grim (20:15) and
freshman Erin McGovern (20:55). Rounding out the Torera scorers
were freshman Jane Ziegler (21:10) and seniors Joanna Lee (21:57)
and Brandy Fleartburg (22:00).
Junior transfer Bobby Gomez led the Torero men with yet another
impressive showing. Gomez placed ninth overall this week and
came in at a time of 26:36. Next up for the Toreros was Ola
Knutsson, who finished with a time of 27:33. The final three men's
scorers were a close pack of youngsters who finished within 18
seconds of each other: sophomore Tom French (29:19), freshman
Paul Saxton (29:28), and sophomore Scott Bergen (29:36).
Coach Rich Coda was thrilled with both teams' racing on Satur
day. "[The men] were only beaten by Arizona and Northridge,
who are nationally ranked, and SD Mesa, which is one of the best
JC programs in the country. Each of the girls improved their times
from last week and on a tougher course. This race is a great build
ing block towards conference finals."

Upcoming Games
•
1 §
Football
California Lutheran
Sat. Sept. 27
1:00 pm
Evansville*"
1:00 pm
Sat. Sept. 13
Women's Vollevball
7:00 pm
Gonzaga*
Fri.
Oct. 3
Portland*
7:00 pm
Sat
Oct 4
Men's Soccer

V'''-

..w:"-.'."

Evansville Tournament

Fri.
Sun.

Oct. 3
Oct. 5

Women's Soccer
Fri.
Oct. 3
Sun.
Oct. 5
Cross Country
Sat.
Sept. 27

Evansville
South Florida

3:00 pm
2:00 pm

Pepperdine*

7:00 pm

San Diego State

3:00 pm

UC Riverside Invitational
@ Riverside, Calif. 9:00 am
Swimming & Diving
2:00 pm
Wed. Oct. 1
Torero Olympics

"Denotes West Coast Conference Match
""Denotes Pioneer Football League
All Home Matches in Bold

Toreros prove themselves
after early scare
GENO VILLANUEVA
Sports Editor
To be ranked nationally
is always a boost to your
team's confidence. Af
ter an impressive show
ing against Boston, the
USD men's soccer team
was ranked No.15 com
ing into the MetLife
Tournament. Unfortu
nately, the confidence
booster came to a temporary halt in their
first match against Cal Poly SLO.

KATIE PHAM/VISTA

Midfielder Jamie Munro, senior, goes
for the ball.

After an undefeated start this season, the
Toreros suffered their first loss against the Mus
tangs, 2-0. With Leighton O'Brien sitting out
the first half, the Toreros were unable to con
vert any shots on goal, many of which came
from all directions by senior forward, Michael
Deery. In the first half, the Mustangs cut
through the Torero defense and put one in for
a goal.
"We dominated the game," said head coach
Seamus McFadden. "We just didn't finish the
opportunities."
Compared to the Mustangs' seven shots on
goal, the Toreros fired 30 shots, but failed to
convert them into points.
"It was just one of those games where we
could have played for seven hours and not
score," O'Brien said.
The Mustangs scored one more goal in the
second half to seal the win.
"There are no excuses," McFadden said. "If
you don't show up to play, you'll get beat."
Saturday was a day of reflection as the Toreros
prepared for Sunday's match against Old Do
minion. A few switches were made by
McFadden. Senior Jamie Munroe was moved
to midfield as the Toreros exploded with six
goals and shut down Old Dominion's offense
to win it 6-0.
"After a bad loss, we had somethings to
prove," said O'Brien after scoring two of the
six goals.
Keith Finnegan, Matt Geske, Levi Parker, and
Lafe Vittitoealso added goals for the Toreros.
Next weekend, the men will travel to Indi
ana for the Evansville Tournament where they
will face top-ranked South Carolina.

Last Week's Scores

FAN OF THE WEEK

Football

Oct. 20

Redlands

Women's Vollevball

Sept. 16
Sept. 19
Sept. 19
Sept. 20
Sept. 20

Cal State Fullerton
Northeastern Illinois
Cornell
Fresno State
Nevada

W

15-8

W
W
W
W
W

3-0
3-0
3-0
3-1
3-0

L
W

0-2
6-0

L
W

1-4
5-2

Men's Soccer

Sept. 19
Sept. 21

Cal Poly SLO
Old Dominion

Women's Soccer

Sept. 19
Sept. 21

Cal Poly SLO
UC Santa Barbara

Cross Country

Sept. 20

SDSU Aztec Invitiational
Men's Team
Women's Team

KATIE PHAM/VISTA

4th place
10th place

Men's Golf
The Loyola Marymount Invitational

@ Desert Island Country Club 1st place
Rancho Mirage, Calif.
The team total was 894.
They had the lowest 18 hole total in over 10 years at USD
with 285.
Top finishers included Patrick Hawkins, Aaron Shannahan,
and Keshav Misra.

Way to go guys! You were so

spirited that we had to pick both
of you as

WEEK

And hey, dlcDHi^tl
wcDiPipy, you'll grow into those
bow ties by the time you're

seniors...

i$rTest
*
Preparation Courses
for SAT, GMAT, LSAT, and GRE

• Experienced Faculty
• Lecture Courses
• In-Class Practice Exams
• You Score in Top 25% or
Take Next Course Free

FANS OF THE

CALL
NOW!
619-260-4579

SUBUJflY^
1122 MORENR BLVD.
275-6999

FREE 6" SUB! i
BUY ANY 6" SUB AT REG. PRICE AND
RECEIVE 6" SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER
VALUE FREE.
^ ^lo^aM^tl^n^ther offe^Ljmit^^e^customeyjei^isi^ Expires

Test Preparation Courses • Serra Hall 316, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110

EI Tecolote Bar & Restaurant
VOTED BEST BAR
U.S.D. CLASS OE 96

THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
$ 1.00 Drafts, $ 4.00 Pitchers, $ 1.75 Wells
•"EVERYDAY^)
FOOD AND DRINK SPECIALS - SHOOTERS,
POOL - VIDEO GAMES - DARTS - AND MORE !!
FREE POOL 11 AM TO 4 PM
6110 Friars Rd.Across Del Mesa Liquor, nextto N.Y.P.D

^^^DRTSWEAR
Custom
T-SHIRTS • SWEATS • SHORTS • SPECIALTY ITEMS

**Fall Special**
—FREE Artwork and screen
costs to all new customers.

496-3324

Serving the USD community since 1985.
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A weekly update on the activities of the Associated Students

ASThislflteek

celebrate Italian Heritage Week
This Week Come
AS and NIAF sponsor educational and fun events

AS-sponsored
events scheduled
for Sept. 25 to
Oct. 2

"CATS" at the San Di
ego Civic Theatre tonight
at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday
at 7 p.m.
Junior class Charger
game vs. Baltimore at
Qualcomm Stadium —
tailgate at 11:30 a.m. and
game at 1 p.m. on Sunday
Bill Maher tickets avail
able at the UC Box Office
on Monday. Tickets are
free, but seating is lim
ited. Only one ticket per
USD I.D. card
ICC meeting with USD
President Alice B. Hayes
in UC Forum A at 12:30
p.m. on Wednesday
Movie: "The Godfa
ther" on Westpoint Field
at 7:30 p.m. on Wednes
day

Look for the AS
semester
calendar
distributed this
week

ELIZABETH HIMCHAK
AS Director of Public Relations
When Americans think of Italy, they usually think of de
licious Italian food that has become part of everyday
Italian Heritage Week events
American culture. In fact, Italian food has become so popu
lar that many think of it as naturally being American.
Monday, Sept. 29 — Joey and Maria's Broad
But next week, the National Italian American Founda
way comedy act in the Main Dining room
tion is hoping to change that as they invite everyone, Ital
from 5-7:30 p.m.
ian or not, to celebrate Italian Heritage Week from Sept. 29
to Oct. 5.
The week's events are being co-sponsored by AS.
Tuesday, Sept. 30 — Free gelato in the Deli
"Italian Heritage Week is a time for everyone to celebrate
and appreciate what Italians have brought into society,"
Wednesday, Oct. 1 — Movie "The Godfather"
said Mike Casagrande, co-president and founder of NIAF.
will be shown on Westpoint Field at 7:30
"We have tried to plan fun events that we thought stu
dents would enjoy."
p.m.
These events are presented from many aspects. They in
clude drama presentations, athletic events, spiritual con
Thursday, Oct. 2 — Dinner at Trattoria
nections and, naturally, eating real Italian food.
Portabello in the Gaslamp District
According to Casagrande, NIAF wants to make the week
a learning experience.
"It is important to celebrate Italian culture and heritage
Saturday, Oct. 4 — World Cup Soccer tour
and essential for young Italian Americans to be aware of
nament and BBQ at the indoor soccer field
who they are," Casagrande said.
by the intramural fields
"No matter what cultural background you may come
from, it's important to recognize and celebrate it, because
Sunday, Oct. 5 — Italian mass in Founders
that's what makes you who you are," said Matt Everett,
co-president and founder of NIAF.
Chapel at 7 p.m. followed by a reception,
Everett said NIAF was founded on campus last year be
in Aromas
cause there are many Italians at USD. He said that within
the first six months of NIAF's existence there are already
50 members, some of whom are not Italian.
Casagrande said the members are hoping to go to Italy in organization, was named the best new club on campus
at the end of last year. Casagrande is also one of four
January.
USD's NIAF chapter, which is an affiliate of the national members on the NIAF national board.

Congratulations to the AS raffle winners
$25 bookstore gift
certificate
Jessi Balsis
USD baseball cap
Sarah Laubach
Megan Lesser
Devanie Park
Molly Posedel
USD message board
Anthony Figueredo
Kristin Wallace

2 AMC movie passes
Paula Chapman
Liz Coats
Natasha Holcomb
Sarah Meeks
Mzara Mezger
USD stationary
Stacey Sweeney
USD leather wallet/key
ring holder
Rosario Burgos
Hollee Chapman

USD stuffed animals
Teresa Butler
Meghann Elsbernd
Mary Engel
Mariana Gomez
Kim I.
Lisa Peterson
USD Scrunchie
Elizabeth Himchak
Maura Maher
USD mug
Hilda Echeverria
Amy Hayes

Kristen Kreuzer
Katie Lazarus
USD license plate holder
Anita Aubuchon
Kristi Bell
Christie Cobo
Nichole Distenfano
USD Spirit package
Marisa Huber
Dearrne Jensen
Stephanie Mutch
Nicole Nunes
Caridad Sanchez

puCfe

Clan Can! Wu Clan Can!

IntramuralsandRecreation

Something New!
Check-out Our Pick-up Sports
This year we are starting a Pick-up Sports Line that covers all As USD's Intramural Softball league begins this Sunday, I thought I'd give you a feels for the
types of interests! The IM/Rec office has scheduled facilities desig league. You know-who's good, who's not, who likes who-youknow what I mean.
nated for special times for pick-up sports. If you want to drop in To start things off, there are six teams without names. Now, I realize that the perfect name is
and play check the sports and times listed below:
extremely hard to think of (Beware the Dog), and a name can be an important decision. However,
being called TBA is almost as bad as calling yourself the Wu, or something like that. In the Men's
Basketball
Hockey Rink
Tue & Thur
6-1Opm West Division , defending champ Fandango II enters as the favorite, but the III Papas II may
Volleyball
Saturdays
Gym
2-5pm
compete. Best names goes to the Dunkel Side, and the world's favorite team, Swatt, returns.
Mon & Wed
Indoor Soccer Hockey Rink
6-1Opm Will this be Swatt's year to win it all? Ask Kevin. In the East Division, the race should be close,
Thursdays
East Tennis Courts
6-10pm with many teams having a shot at winning. Big Bads, known for their offense, returns. Phi
Tennis
Fridays
Handball Court
2-5pm
Handball
Kappa Theta wants to show their softball skills, and Beware the Dog (ruff!) wants to avenge their
disappearance from last year's league. Lamba Chi Alpha and newcomer NIAF also hope to hang
Come on out and join us!
in to the end, in what could be an extremely tough division. In Co-Rec Softball, Steve Kul and his
DSP team thinks they can win it all. Jive returns to play some softball, when not choreographin
g for their next dance. I heard TBA was good, or maybe it was TBA 2. No. I think that it was
TBA 3. Or was it the Free Agents? I will do my best to get these lost teams names and I will try
Sign-up at the IM/Rec Office
to inform you, EM player fan and follower, what some of these team names stand for. I have heard
Do you have knowledge of or have ever played the rumors about Swatt and their plan to make a new world order. So I will not rest until I crack
the following sports; Softball, soccer, flag football, the abbreviation game, DSP- just and ordinary name, or more realistically, some code name for
an underground militia group, based
water polo, or volleyball If so then the IM/Recreation department
Domino's
Pizza
Special
Events
on
campus, infiltrating the minds of
would like to talk to vou. We are looking for enthusiastic/respon
the student, with their sick and de
sible individuals who would like to become IM Officials. Do not worry if you have
The 1st Annual Alcala Open
mented scheme of changing the USD
never officiated before. We will train you to help us runour many programs on .
The first annual Alcala Open sponsored Torero to a USD Caballero. Isn't Torero
campus As an IM official you have the opportunity to earn from S5.50 up to $6.50
by Domino's Pizza will be taking place hard enough to say? Beware the Dog.
an hour. You also have the chance to move up to an IM student supervisor after
Fridav, October 3rd. This is the inaugu Ask Kevin.
you have officiated two-three IM sports. To become an official sign-up at the IM/
ral year for this exciting new event which
Rec office with our officials coordinator, Chris Bernards. Give IM officiating a try.
will take place on-campus along Marian
It is a great leadership experience!
IMs Promote
Way. No golf clubs or golf balls are
needed as thev will be supplied by the
Congratulations to this Fall's IM Supervisors!
Racket-teenng!
We are very excited to announce this year's IM Supervisors. This year's crew is a IM/Rec office, lee Times will begin at Monday kicks off a brand new "orga
young, but talented and experienced corps ready to make your intramural experi 2:30pm, there will be Domino's for all nized" season of intramural Tennis.
ence the as enjovable as possible. Congratulations to the following students: participants. So come on out and chip it Women and men from across campus
over the fountain while avoiding the
come together to take over the sport of
sand trap at the Immaculata. Entry Fee
Kevin Malady- Softball
Ryan Pietranton- Nike Flag Football
tennis. Forget the pros, here come the
is $2 per person. This will be the first
Brian Rosario- Schicks 3x3 Basketball
Ben Powers- Speed Soccer
Torero's.
event in a series of Domino's Special
Melanie Lund- Scorekeeping
Marva Young- Tennis
The Jammin and Cleanin' two some
Events planned for Fridays throughout
Neil Lugo- Special Events
Chris Bernards- Officials Coordinator
will be cleaning up the courts in
the semester. Other events include a 2x2
Kerrin Conroy- Altoid's Volleyball
Womens Div. I Do the Freshmen
Beach Volleyball Tournament, 2x2 Horse
even stand a chance against the main
shoes, a Halloween Costume Fun Run,
tenance crew? Probably not.. .but who
Leagues Start this Weekend!
4x4 Midnight Bowling and the Region
knows they may come through, have
VI Nike College Flag Football Regional
Check your IM Schedules at the IM office
some heads turning...then again
Championships Presented^ by
they're freshmen, probably not. TBA '
and bring your USD ID to the First game!
Burst Gum.
led by Hilary Eccles are supposed to
But most of all...Have Fun!
be legit. We'll see in their frist match
against Gina and Lindsey the dynamic
duo. In Div II Dum and Dummer
will try to stop themselves from living
We're having a Shirt Design for the 1997- up to that name. But who know's .
98 Intramural Champions Shirts. The Cops and Robbers may come out and
winning design will be displayed promi steal the title. The Yonex Yankers and
Confused about IM/Rec? Then AskKevin? is the section for you! He's a wilev
nently on the Championship Shirts for The Snoop Troop are said to be
veteran of the IM/Rec scene, and he's got the info! Ask him any question... ANY
all to see. The winner will receive an Wimbeldon's next best...not. Div Hi's
Question! And he's got the answer. Each week he'll feature some of his best
original IM Championship T-Shirt and GWAR will be out there putting on a
questions in the IM/Rec section of the VISTA. To write Kevin you may leave him
our gratitude. Please limit all entries to show while Double's Tennis (what
a note in his box at the IM/Rec office, or email him at kmaladv@pwa.acusd.edu
four colors and keep intramurals in mind kind of name is that) shows everyone
Check out his webpage for more exciting news at:
when designing. Entries may be dropped who's got the balls in this league.
http://sa.acusd.edu/imrec/askkevin.html
off at the IM/Rec office. Don't forget to In the men's Division theres a couple
AskKevin is THE source for your IM/Rec information, and any other relevant ques leave your name and number so that we of guys who think they are Special
tions you might have like "Why did Malady's team, Higher Source, forfeit all of can contact the winner. Be a part of IM ists, but will the returning be able to
history! Entries close 9/29 at 5pm. Continued on next page see Tennis
their 5x5 basketball games last semester?"

Officials Needed!

Kevin-

T-Shirt Contest

King Malady'd Calls It Quits!

IM/Rec Information
There are many ways for you to get information about the many happenings
in the IM/Rec Department

Information can always be gained by calling the IM/Rec Main office at
260-4533
Always look for our posters and calendars around campus or on your
RA's door. One of our best resources for general information is the Cam
pus Recreation magazine. This includes a schedule of all important events,
information oh recreational classes, officials' information, and information
about Outdoor Adventures.
Our website is bigger and badder than ever. Everything you'd want to
know is available online 24 hours. From action shots of IM games to Rec
Class information, it's all there! Access the site at:
http://sa.acusd.edu/imrec/
League

schedules

are

available

at

the

IM/Rec

office.

To check on when the facilities are open for your use call: 260-4601

This season looks as though it should be a great one. Thanks to Kevin Malady
and his Beware the Dog team deciding not to enter this years 3X3 basketball
league. So Kevin, two snaps to you after an 0-for-4 start of your basketball career.
You really know when to hang 'em up. Anyways, it should be an exciting
semester for the rest of you. We have a record setting number of teams in each
league. After an exciting year of WNBA, the women have come to play. Peku
"Esnazu" Elemu look good to defend their title and repeat. But look out Esnazu
Elemu, Michelle Cobb and Bunch are looking to de-throne the current champs.
For this years sleepers, I pick Catherine of the 805 and her team to give Esnazua
a run for their money. The Men's Over 6'0 league is divided up into five divi
sions: Eastern, Central, Midwest, Western and Island. A couple of front runners
are Thunderstruck, En Fuego, and McKenna's Tighty Slanky Whites. Could
this year be the one for the Wu-Gambino's? Here's some advice Wu get tid of
Greg Bernard!! He's thinking too much of the 4-9. OH... I almost forgot. This
years "We Got Next" league is the Men's 6'0 and under league. They consist of
three divisions: Camino, Founders, and Nursing. I believe the teams to watch
are Eastside, Chiles, Kings, and of course the Lakers! But my pick has to be Six
Foot Where It Counts. Not for their skills, but we feel sorry that they couldn't
play in the "Over Six Foot League." Bummer guys, but hopefully you have good
personalities.

USD Employees!!

Tennis Con't...

beat Velocity who will be coming on strong. Reignmen are
going for the title, but they have to be able to keep up with The Ball Bashers led by
Singles champ and dominator Brian Tontz. So The Princes of Thieves from
Division HI think their high and mighty, we'll see if the Elite can provethem
wrong. With Henning out there on the court anything can happen. In CoTennis, Penn's Revenge seems to be coming out with a vengence, but who are
they after. It can't be a team which calls themselves T.J. can it? Who Knows?
Wilson's Pro's will be out there showing Agassis Pals that Nike's going down.
Whatever the outcome good luck to you all. Just remember...have fun and show
up at your scheduled times!

The Seriously Out of Shape Club
This club combines fitness with social activities. The club is for USD em
ployees who want to ease back into shape. Club members meet once a week
at 5pm and participate in a variety of low intensity fitness activities. Members
may go for a walk down the canyon, stop at a local restaurant for a snack break,
then head back to campus. Members may get together informally at other
times during the week to exercise. Club fee is $20.00 for the semester and
includes a club T-Shirt.

USD Intercollegiate Club Volleyball
BASEBALL

Practice every Tuesday
,.7-10 pm

continued from page 8

Cleveland and Detroit, winning fan support in each city to which he
brought baseball.
Just two short years after the AL war started, the NL owners sued for
peace with Ban Johnson and his AL. Together, the two leagues crafted
the National Agreement. This truce stated that the AL and NL would
operated as separate but equal major leagues with common rules and
playing schedules, and the two leagues together would be overseen by
a National Commission. As a symbol of their cooperation, the first World
Series was played that year (1903) with the Boston Pilgrims of the AL
beating the Pittsburgh Pirates, four games to three.
Even after the two leagues came together, each league kept its own
identity. Today, almost 100 years after the National Agreement was
signed, there are still differences. The most immediate is the presence
of the designated hitter in the American League. Started as a response
to faltering attendance, the initiation of the DH in 1973 signaled the
first time one of the leagues made a radical departure from the Na
tional Agreement. The DH emphasized hitting in the AL, allowing poorhitting pitchers to sit out batting practice and letting aging hitters turn
in their mitts for a full-time bat.
There are other subtler differences. The strike zone is smaller in the
NL, for example. Though not something that the officials in both leagues
established, players in both leagues agree on the difference. The smaller
strike zone produces more patient, selective hitters, resulting in higher
batting averages, while the DH in the AL means that players who can
smash the ball but can't field anymore can still step up to the plate to hit
home runs. The DH mean that managers didn't have to constantly
shuffle batting orders and pitching changes to keep pitchers from hit
ting.
The DH becomes a very confusing issue when it comes to realign
ment. AL teams, of course, want to keep it, but NL teams want the DH
abolished in the name of purity.
In the end, some form of realignment is inevitable — the two new
teams must be fit in somewhere. But it is important for the team own
ers — the decision-makers — to observe the historical foundations on
which the two leagues are built and to recognize the characteristic dif
ferences between them. Otherwise, if Bud Selig apporves a radical re
alignment in baseball, then he will be denying baseball the most impor
tant quality it has — its past.

DIANA
continued from page 8
The motive behind the public's chronic obsession with celebrities
lies in their dissatisfaction with their own lives. They want to be
connected with the celebrities in some way or another. Princess Di
embodied all the desirable elements. She was royalty, beautiful,
rich, and famous. Most importantly, she cared about the nobodies.
She was better than your average movie star.
To illustrate this point further, funds have poured into Di's favor
ite charities since her death. Suddenly, the public cares about the
landmine victims. The money was not pouring in while Di visited
the amputees. They only have for the same reason aforementioned.
People want to be connected with her, donation on her behalf adds
that self-righteousness that a simple bouquet of flower lacks. The
Jerry Lewis telethon is another example. People are unwilling to
extend a helping hand unless a celebrity is leading the way.
While mainstream media desperately attempted to distinguish
themselves from their evil siblings, last I checked, copies of "Time"
and "Newsweek" had been selling out in our local bookstores, not
to mention the special "commemorative" issues.
It is quite ironic that no "commemorative" issues have been dedi
cated to this other obscure humanitarian named Mother Teresa.
She didn't call the media every time she performed a good deed.
Mother Teresa did more than parading around the poor and
wounded, she got her hands dirty. Mother Teresa couldn't bring
media attention to the needed because she didn't have the celeb
rity status. She failed completely in the glamour category.
For the sake of argument, let's assume Diana was an outstanding
humanitarian. Then it is safe to say that she would've wanted her
fans to carry on her good cause, instead of watching MSNBC's 24
hour coverage of her death. She also would've liked, the money to
go to charities instead of flowers.
Getting back to the paparazzi, they are the unpleasant snapshot
of our society's psyche. It is our red-headed illegitimate son that
everyone wants to deny knowledge of. They only exist because
we want them to. The public's attempt to abort the paparazzi only
shows that they are unwilling to confront their own demons.

Classifieds
TYPES OF CLASSIFIEDS

COSTS:

Personals
For Sale
Rental & Roommate
Employment

1-3 Insertions
4 Consecutive Insertions
8 Consecutive Insertions ....:
More than eight insertions

Wanted
Services
Announcements
Greeks

$7.00 each
26.00
48.00
5.50 each

•
•
•
•

Refunds are not issued for cancelled ads
All classified ads must be prepaid
Maximum of 30 words; $0.25 charge per word exceeding allotment
All completed classified requests are due by 4 p.m. Friday prior to
publication
• Late submissions will be accepted but cannot be guaranteed

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

Earn a higher degree
of financial benefits!

Meet Someone In The Next
5 Minutes! Over 4000 men
6 women call everyday! All
live! All the time! Try us for
free! Call (619) 296-4442.

PART TIME EMPLOY
MENT Call Dan Serene
(619) 497-4458 for exciting
self-employment course
offering.

Students benefit with SDTCU Membership

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS!
Group tix available for 30 or
more. Seating locations
vary. Prices $25-$45. Charg
ers vs. Baltimore, India
napolis, Seattle, Oakland,
Denver, Atlanta &K.C. Call
Anthony at the Charger
Ticket Office. 280-2121
X5071.

Now's your chance to take advan
tage of these great benefits offered
to students by San Diego Teachers'
Credit Union!
•

NO FEE checking
accounts
• FREE access to 100
local ATMs & 15 offices
• Guaranteed best rates
on auto loans*
• NO ANNUAL FEE Student
VISA cards
• Visa Check Card and Home Banking...coming soon!
Students, alumni, PTA members, educational employees Call (619) 495-1600 to get these money-saving benefits & more!

San Diego Teachers' Credit Union

ROOMMATE MATCH
ERS Find the perfect
roommate fast & easy.
Browse the profiles and
see photos of prospective
roommates and resi
dences. All lifestyles wel
come. $20. (619) 298ROOM.

If you're a Student, We Want

You! Temporary Position
available for October 8&9.
$8/hr. Outgoing, person
able people needed ASAP!
Interested? Call immedi
ately! (800)592-2121X110.
3960 West Point Loma
Soup Plantation is now
accepting applications for
all positions.
EARN $500 or more
weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE
to: Country Living Shop
pers, Dept. 127. 251 N.
Dupont Hwy, Suite 117,
Dover, DE 19901.

We're not just for teachers anymore.
' Some restrictions apply.

ONE

Isn't it time to impress
that special someone with
your poise, your cunning,
your stamina? ... Well,
maybe just your stamina.

London $517
Paris $609
Sao Paulo $679

GAME

Accept the challenge of
loser tog at ULTRAZ0NE -

FIRST-TIME PLAYERS ONLY.

the action adventure that

Yes, one free game with
this coupon. Just present it to
the cashier before you play.

will change your life.
Experience the dark, the
fog, the incredible music,

jySydney
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the multi-level game
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arena. Come play tag in
our playground — "The
Adrenaline Playground."

Gbsshouie Square,
3H6 Sports Arm Blvd., Sim Diego
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Travel
» (*F.:Council an hlcn»i«uil EAicntwinl Kiduu.ee
953 Garnet Avenue
(619) 270-640!

(619) 5*4-9632
(619) 452-0630 .
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ULTRAZONE
The Ultimate laser Adventure.
Glasshouse Square, 3146 Sports Arena Blvd., San Diego, (A

(619) 221-0100 • www.playultrazone.(oin
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VISIT THE ONE PLACE YOU'LL
AT LEAST HAVE A SHOT!
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(619) 221-0100
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TiAACREF.
Proven
Solutions

-Morningstar ratings for the
CREF Global Equities Account, CREF Equity Index Account,
and CREF Growth Account*

To Last:
a Lifetime.

We take a lot of pride in gaining
high marks from the major rating
services. But the fact is, we're
equally proud of the ratings we

ly's rating for TlAA

get in the mail every day from
our participants. Because at
TIAA-CREF, ensuring the finan
cial futures of the education and
isfaction Survey

research community is something
that goes beyond stars and
numbers. So from traditional
and variable annuities to life

Your service bowled me over/
-William Ravdin, TIAA-CREF Pal*

insurance and personal savings
plans, you'll find we provide
the right choices—and the
dedication—to help you achieve
a lifetime of financial goals. The
rating services back us up. So
does Bill.
To receive a free Personal
Investing Kit, including charges
and expenses, plus our variable
annuity prospectuses, call us at

Top ratings from
Morningstar, Moody's, S&P,
DALBAR, and Bill.

1800 226-0147. Please read them
carefully before you invest or
send money.
www.tiaa-crcf.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.s"
Morningstai. Inc. June1997 Morningslai is an independent service that rates mutuai funds and variable annuities. The top 10% of funds in an investment category receive five stars and the
next 22.5% receive four stars Morningstar proprietary ratings reflect historical risk-adjusted performance, and aresubject to change every month They are calculated from the account's three-, five-, and
ten-year average annual returns in excess of 90-day Treasury bill returns with appropriate fee adjustments, and a risk factor that reflects performance below 90-day T bill returns The overall star
ratings referred to above are Morningstar's published ratings, which are weighted averages of its three-, five-, and ten-year ratings for periods ending June30.1997. The separate (unpublished) ratinas
for each of the oeriods are

3-Year
5-Year
10-Year

CREF Stock
Account
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/1,423
4/924
4/441

CREF Bond
Market Account
Star Rating/Number
of Fixed Income
Accounts Rated
4/566
4/364
N/A

CREF Social
Choice, Account
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/1.423
4/924
N/A

CREF Global
Equities Account
Star Rating/Number of
International Equity
Accounts Rated
5/274
5/158
N/A

CREF Equity
Index Account
Star Rating/Number of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1.423
N/A
N/A

CREF Growth
Account
Star Rating/Number of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1.423
N/A
N/A

^5^ ,ra!?n?® arf bas?d on T1AA s exceptional financial strength, claims paying ability and overall operating performance ***Sourbe: DALBAR. Inc.. 1995.CREF certificates are distributed by
i 1AA CKhk individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, please read the CREF Prospectus offered above Read it carefully before vou
invest or send-money
'
'

